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Abstract--In the current network area, cloud service 

providers offer infinite storage space and computing power for 

users to manage their data in the cloud. To enjoy these services, 

individuals or organizations store their private data on cloud 

servers. However, in the case of security breaches, users’ private 

data stored in the cloud are no longer safer. When users 

outsource their data to cloud servers, they expect complete 

privacy of their data stored in the cloud storage. To enjoy these 

services, individuals or organizations store their private data on 

cloud servers. The semantic-based keyword search over encrypted 

cloud data becomes of paramount importance. Protecting the 

privacy and data of users has remained a very crucial problem 

for cloud servers Additionally, the existing approaches only 

process them as single words, the flexibility of the encryption 

policy and the description of users’ rights, and it changes from a 

one-one to one-many scenario during the encryption and 

decryption phases, calculation method to measure the semantic 

similarity between compound concepts. Keyword has been widely 

used in many scenarios, particularly in cloud computing. In this 

Project in the proposed scheme we use the trusted authority to 

generate the trapdoor .The generated trapdoor will be send to the 

user's e-mail ID, the user will search. 

I. INTRODUCTION: 

   In cloud computing outsourcing the important files then 

assigning some multiple keyword for that file easy 

retrieving while outsourcing the data into cloud storage that 

file will be encrypted Before outsourcing from cloud. The 

encryption purpose will be apply for preserving our data or 

files securely and then it will be placed in the cloud. A 

semantic-based keyword search is not convenient for users 

but it will express their intentions exactly. We outsourcing 

our data frequently using dictionary means want to make 

some changes like editing and modifying the document 

users might with not finding their encrypted file easily so we 

using some search keyword for getting our file easily. When 

user apply the keyword for searching their file that will be 

automatically check with the multiple keyword weather that 

will be matching or not, it will be matching means user 

getting the file from the cloud storage. The global dictionary 

will be built by the collection of documents in the datasets 

we want to update any one document means it will cause 

reconstruction of the dictionary.  
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We propose semantic similarity keyword search for 

encrypted data and outsourcing in the cloud storage. In 

cloud storage each document will contain multiple search 

keyword. In existing scheme the will contain only one so it 

is very difficult to retrieve from the cloud storage and then 

providing low accuracy for the users it will more time to 

finding our document because it will be in encrypted form 

some traditional key is used for encryption comparing with 

existing scheme our semantic similarity search keyword 

having more advantages. The semantic similarity applied in 

the keyword because it will contain multiple keyword that 

will be related with the file such as based on the features, 

local density, file length or depth, file path these are the 

keywords for assigning our files while outsourcing in cloud 

storage. When the file is outsourced in cloud in that time the 

owner will generate some key that will be giving to the trust 

authority each document having some unique traditional 

key. A research based compound concept semantic 

similarity method will improve the accuracy of retrieving 

the file semantic will introducing the keyword vector we 

propose semantic based keyword search for encrypting the 

data and ranked keyword search for efficient update in cloud 

storage while the user searching there file using multiple 

keyword it will provide exact file for the user using the 

compound keyword search technique. The compound 

concept semantic similarity and semantic based compound 

keyword search technique used to implement and test the 

datasets it will prove our result will be accurate and efficient 

while using these technique.  

II. RELATED WORK: 

A semantic based keyword search scheme is used to 

improve the privacy of our sensitive information’s where we 

kept in cloud storage provider. The searchable method is 

increasing the easy retrieval of encrypted data. Privacy 

preserving keyword based semantic search over encrypted 

data will containing two clouds one is private cloud and 

another one is public cloud for storing the data over 

encrypted scheme using keyword search in private cloud 

storing the data’s expand upon query keyword then the 

public cloud contain the query keyword set to retrieve the 

index easily using public keyword [12]. Finally matched file 

are return to the users in required order   this technique is 

useful for storing data in both cloud. Then securing data 

using semantic expansion based search over encrypted 

method will outsourcing the data in public cloud over 

encrypted form it will built the index and construct the 

semantic relationship library for keyword search when user 

searching some file via entering their keyword for particular 

file automatically it will searching in the semantic 

relationship library and that was matching with the query  
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keyword and extensional word both are used to retrieving 

the file easily from the public cloud security analysis will 

providing the privacy for the files using the keyword search 

technique [7].   In cloud computing technology more 

organizations are outsourcing their file in cloud with the 

robust and fast accessing of data that will be encrypted over 

using minhash function securing the data privacy we 

propose the minhash for encrypted purpose but using only 

single keyword search that may cause the less accuracy of 

retrieving file from cloud. So we using multiple keyword 

search for the each document while we outsourcing the file 

in cloud in that time we entering some multiple keyword for 

searching the file from the global dictionary these files are 

automatically over encrypted form it will kept our file 

privacy and securely in the cloud storage [3]. In existing 

they are concentrated on achieving the keyword based 

search scheme but currently searchable encryption search is 

very popular in the field of cloud computing technology all 

of them are totally depending upon the some index and 

queries for searching their files from cloud but that was not 

provide more accurate result for the user so we 

implementing the conceptual graphs for solving the problem 

of semantic search encryption method [16]. When user 

searching some sentences or keyword for getting their file 

first that will be generated in a graph then the conceptual 

graph will be convert into some vector in this manner we 

getting accurate result for the users. The cloud computing is 

a very trustful method for outsourcing the users sensitive 

data’s searchable semantic encryption of the user data will 

be securing in the cloud so we use server side ranking based 

on order preserving encryption but it will also causing some 

data leakage from cloud and the we propose the two round 

searchable encryption method [8]. Vector space model 

provide the accurate result for the user based on their 

requirements.    

 The data leakage will be eliminate using this proposed 

model our data’s will be very safe and secured in the cloud 

system. 

 
Fig.1 The model of keyword search. 

In this model of keyword search method data 

owner is outsourcing the encrypted document and some 

search indexes to the cloud server for security purpose while 

data owner uploading their data in cloud in that time they 

providing some private key to the trust authority and then 

trust authority will regenerating the private key into the 

trapdoor key for each document. 

Trust authority getting the private key from the data owner 

then that will be regenerate into the trapdoor key when user 

searching some file in that time trust authority will 

providing the certain key for the user and the user want to 

apply the key to cloud server and finally getting the required 

file from the cloud. The trapdoor key generation is the 

purpose of finding the user is authorized or not, if the user is 

authorized means them getting the file from the cloud 

server. 

III. SEMANTIC SIMILARITY COMPOUND 

KEYWORD SEARCH SCHEME:   

OVERVIEW: 

In our scheme, data owner outsourcing the data to the cloud 

server in that time they fixing some keywords for the file 

that keyword will be related to the topic of the data. The 

vector keyword will be generated it will be equaling to the 

topic of the outsourced data it is very useful for the easy 

retrieval of user data from the cloud. The topic and keyword 

may change but the dimensionality of the keyword will not 

change we can delete or update the keyword or document 

will the help of the data update only possible in this scheme. 

Each document having more than one keyword for 

searching the data from cloud server. Generation of the 

document index to be in the form of the multiple keyword 

vector will be present in only one vector   fixing more than 

one keyword for the document is easy retrieval of the user 

required data from the cloud it will reducing the searching 

time and providing the accurate result for the user because 

of the generation of keyword vector will be present in only 

one vector in the compound keyword search method. 

IV. SCKS SCHEME ALGORITHMS: 

The scks scheme is mainly used for preserving and 

providing privacy for our outsourced data using encrypted 

form for these process they having some steps to achieve the 

result. The following algorithms are 

KEYGENERATION: The key generation will be done by 

using some matrices each document having more than one 

keyword. The keyword will be must related to the topic for 

easy retrieval of the user data’s. 

BUILDINDEX: The index will be generated based on the 

keyword vector multiple keyword will be with in only one 

vector. Each encrypted data will having the keywords the 

index will be generated based on the keyword. 

TRAPDOOR: The trapdoor key will be generated for the 

security purpose for the cloud data the authorized user only 

having the trapdoor key. The private key will be given by 

the data owner to trust authority the key will be regenerate 

into the trapdoor key for authorized user for accessing the 

cloud files from the cloud server. 

SEARCH: User can search their required file using multiple 

search keyword. Then the keyword must be related to the 

topic of the file so the searching will be very easy in the 

sematic compound keyword search technic. 
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V. SECURITY ANALYSIS:  

Cloud data’s will be fully secured by using the semantic 

compound keyword search scheme. When the data owner 

will be uploading their file using some private key for 

encryption purpose of the document while their uploading 

the file into the cloud in that time they fixing some keyword 

for easy retrieval of the file for the user when they are 

searching the file from the cloud server and then data owner 

providing some key to trust authority and then that key will 

be regenerate into trapdoor key. When the user required 

some file they want to get the trapdoor key from trust 

authority then that key will be apply into cloud then only the 

authorized user can view the document. 

VI. SECURITY ENHANCED SE-SCKS: 

In SE-SCKE method will be providing more security for the 

cloud data’s while uploading the document to the cloud in 

that time them using some key for encryption and then 

fixing some keywords for the data retrieval. The authorized 

user only can access the required file based on the trapdoor 

key. Trapdoor key will be generated by the trust authority so 

it will be more secured and privacy in cloud server. 

VII. SCREENSHOTS: 

Cloud User Login Page 

 
 

Cloud User Registration Page 

 

 
 

Data Owner Login Page: 

 

 
Data Owner Home Page: 

 

 
 

Trust Authority Login Page: 

 

 
 

Trust Authority Home Page: 

 
Cloud Admin login Page: 
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VIII. CONCLUSION: 

We proposed a semantic based compound keyword search 

SCKS scheme is mainly used for the keyword based 

encrypting cloud data. It will provide exact result for the 

user. First they propose the ontology based compound 

concept semantic similarity method it will provide the 

similarity between compound concept then it will provide 

the accuracy result for the user then the variety 

information’s will be in ontology. The SCKS scheme will 

providing the multiple keyword search option in the cloud in 

that file uploading time they fixing more than one keyword 

for the each document and then using some key for the 

encryption of the document when user require some file they 

want to get trapdoor key from the trust authority and then 

that will be apply into the cloud for getting the required 

document from the cloud server. 
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